Notes

THIS MAP IS PREPARED FOR THE INVENTORY OF REAL PROPERTY FOUND WITHIN THESE JURISDICTIONS AND IS COMPILED FROM RECORDED DEEDS, PLATS, AND OTHER PUBLIC RECORDS AND DATA. USERS OF THE MAP ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT THE AFOREMENTIONED PUBLIC PRIMARY INFORMATION SOURCES SHOULD BE CONSULTED FOR VERIFICATION OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THIS MAP. THE TOWNS AND THE MAPPING COMPANIES ASSUME NO LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THIS MAP.

HORIZONTAL DATUM BASED ON THE CONNECTICUT STATE PLANE COORDINATE SYSTEM, NAD83

Legend
- Parcel Lines
- Cemetery Locations
- Public Town Trails
- Boat Launches
- Active and Passive Recreational Areas

Natural Features
- Lakes and Ponds
- Level A Aquifer Protection Area
- Streams
- Wetlands
- Natural Diversity DEEP
- Critical Habitat DEEP
- Protected Open Space

Select Owners
- State of Connecticut
- Town of North Stonington

Future Conservation and Recreation Land
- Desired Areas For Future Preservation
- 100' Water Buffer

NOTE: Desired Areas For Future Preservation Numbers relate to the chart on Page 13 of the Plan of Conservation and Development revised 2013.